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George Eastman, Former Kodak Head, Is Technology's Greatest Benefactor

Has Donated Over 59 Million Dollars to a Score of 20 Institutions

Seven years ago, at the annual Alumni Banquet, Mr. Eastman gave up to that date a half of his millions to the Institute. It was revealed. At the close of the after which he was marked by admiration from reference to "Mr. Smith," and "in his youth" and by the pictures of those who might he that whose real name, only to two or three of officials of the Institute, it was then announced that donations would be made to the same extent in the same year as the precedent one, with Technology with was in IRE in the best years of his life, and again on the next year, when he was returned third time last year, a gift of $15,000,000 was announced. Although he had promised to have remained for a year, the subsequent donation of $48,000,000 in 1930 was donated on the provision that as equal amount would be raised elsewhere.
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